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Who are we?

▪ ECPC is the largest European cancer patients' umbrella organisation.

▪ Representing more than 447 organisations in 46 EU and non-EU countries.

▪ Our Vision

ECPC works for a Europe of equality, where all European cancer patients 

have timely and affordable access to the best treatment and care available, 

throughout their life. ECPC believes that cancer patients are the most important 

partners in the fight against cancer and against all the cancer-related issues affecting our 

society. Policy makers, researchers, doctors and industry should recognise cancer 

patients as co-creators of their own health.
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Genomics in Cancer

The debate is no longer if personalised medicine will 

impact cancer care, but rather whether Europe is 

capable of delivering the complex infrastructure needed 

for universal coverage and equitable access to health 

care. 

ECPC-EAPM Biomarkers survey (2016) - conclusions



Personalised Medicine Awareness
• Lack of awareness and education amongst patients and healthcare 

professionals, and a variety of access challenges such as pricing, reimbursement or 

limited availability, can hinder access to personalised treatments

• In partnership with CDDF, EAPM & IQN-Path, ECPC launched the first ever 

Personalised Medicine Awareness Month in November 2018

• Awareness, Education and Advocacy aimed at patients and patient 

organisations, healthcare professionals and policymakers developed in 12 

languages/countries.

• Key Messages calling for:

• Increased access and decreased waiting times for high-quality molecular 

testing to make personalised healthcare more of a reality across Europe;

• More information to educate and empower patients and caregivers around the 

potential and availability of molecular testing;

• A harmonised and more efficient regulatory framework across Europe which 

could increase access to, and potentially reduce the cost of, molecular testing. 



Cancer biomarkers

• In 2016, ECPC and the European Alliance for Personalised 
Medicine (EAPM) survey showed biomarkers are still largely 
unknown by cancer patients and are insufficiently used by physicians

• In 2017, ECPC hosted an event at the European Parliament on 
Biomarkers and Personalised Medicine

• In 2018, ECPC launched an educational video animation on 
biomarkers, accompanied by an infographic and dedicated 
webpage.

• In 2018, the Cancer Drug Development Forum (CDDF) in 
collaboration with ECPC held a workshop on Biomarkers and 
Patients’ Access to Personalized Oncology Drugs in Europe

• In 2018, ECPC hosted a European Parliament session on HTA & 
Access to Innovative Oncology Drugs in Europe



Testing is as important as the treatment

▪ Biomarker testing, molecular testing, and whole genomic sequencing 

represent a largely overlooked aspect of personalised medicine, despite 

personalised medicine being entirely reliant on them. 

▪ We need to help politicians recognise that testing is as important as the 

treatment. If these issues are not resolved they will cause enormous 

suffering to patients who will be exposed to the unnecessary toxicity of 

drugs to which they've no chance of responding.

▪ In the long term, lack of testing will result in unsustainable health care 

systems.



Biomarker testing challenges in Europe

Biomarkers are essential part of a targeted approach to the prevention, diagnosis 

and treatment of cancer, based on an individuals specific profile. 

• Accessibility of biomarker testing varies from country to country, but also within cities 

and regions. Biomarker diagnostics are often performed at larger hospitals only, access 

to which may add additional barriers to timely diagnosis. 

• Administrative barriers lead to delays and higher waiting periods for biomarker test 

results which vary from a few days to an entire month in some countries.  There is no 

established organization between hospitals to perform test and share the results of 

these tests effectively. 

• Reimbursement of biomarker testing also varies by country. For example, the RAS 

Biomarker Testing is reimbursed at varying rates in 21 of the 28 EU Member States.









Two orders of solutions: EU-level & national level
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• EU-level:

• Promote research and development in biomarkers

• Adapt regulatory frameworks to the specificities of new health technologies

• Harmonise Health Technology Assessment at EU level

• National level:

• Healthcare expenditures in cancer must match burden of disease

• Need to train patient advocates and HCPs on the importance of biomarker testing

• Adapt reimbursement frameworks to the specificities of new health technologies



Suggestions to improve training on
innovative cancer medicines
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❑More education for patients and healthcare professionals

❑As personalized medicine depends on the disease, personalized medicine should be 

considered generally in the guidelines of the respective disease, including possibilities 

and limitations of diagnostic procedures

❑The medical trainee should be exposed both to diagnostic technology and clinical 

management of the patient - this should refer equally to the training of laboratory 

specialists and to trainees in clinical disciplines, all health care professionals



The European Cancer Patient 
Coalition is calling for:

▪ Increased access to biomarker 

testing

▪ Increased awareness of 

biomarkers

▪ A harmonization framework for 

biomarker testing across Europe



Increased Access

▪ Increase Biomarker Literacy: Health 

authorities, physicians and patient 

groups need to improve awareness 

regarding genetic testing. 

Communication focused upon access 

to testing and how it can aid in patient 

care provides an important opportunity 

to engage patients in managing their 

health as active partners and inform 

them about break-through 

developments in medical technologies.



Increased Awareness

▪ Improve access: The development of 

biomarker-based diagnostics can 

facilitate faster diagnosis, a targeted 

personalised treatment plan, and help 

avoid waste of resources on ineffective 

treatments. Diagnostics tests need to be 

integrated in the clinical setting and be 

affordable and available to all patients.



▪ The regulatory and reimbursement 
processes must be adapted to the 
specificities of new technologies. 
Hospitals and other clinical settings 
have to adapt to respond to some of 
its challenges such as quality and 
assurance of the diagnosis or data 
privacy. A better integration of 
diagnostic regulations into 
therapeutic regulatory frameworks 
could improve the reimbursement 
and access of biomarker tests.

Harmonised framework



ECPC works together with:

• CDDF (Cancer Drug Development Forum), which has already 

been great source of updated and relevant info on cancer 

immunotherapies

• IQNP-Path International quality Network for Pathology

• Patient education:

• Based on the successes of the ECPC Immuno-Oncology 

Platform

• Produce together more accurate information on biomarkers

• Final objective: raise awareness and educate 

patients/policymakers
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HTA and Access to Innovative Medicines

• Health Technology Assessment can be instrumental in promoting 

innovation that delivers better outcomes for patients and society

• HTA is not used by all EU Member States and, where it used, differences 

in processes and methods result in delays and variations in approval 

decisions and inequities in access.

• Very few HTA agencies involve patients in their assessments and, 

where public engagement is sought, the approaches vary.

• Parallel assessments by individual HTA bodies based on a common 

evidence base represents a wasteful duplication of effort and 

resources.



Duplication of effort: 78 agencies in 28 countries



Health Technology Assessment Domains



The Budgets of silos

• It is the division of resources between medicines, medical devices, hospital assistance which 

through budget and separated responsibilities prevent compensation between expenditure items 

concerning healthcare and social security 

• Example  – innovative drug
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+ 

Pharmaceutic
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Costs

Reduces

hospitalization

– Hospital 

costs
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services costs
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security costs
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production 

capability



HTA eLearning Module for Cancer Patients &
Patient Advocates

• Online educational module aims to equip 
ECPC member patient organisations with 
knowledge to participate in the HTA of 
cancer treatments

• Empower patient advocates for patient 
involvement in HTA processes at national 
level

• Covers cancer treatment assessments, 
varying reimbursement decisions, and 
how patient organisations can get 
involved in the HTA

www.ecpc.org/edu/hta



Recommendations

For patients, doctors but also the health system, it is important that high-quality and broad genomic testing, such as 

NGS, becomes part of routine clinical practice. This can be improved by: 

▪ Better reimbursement of testing

▪ Include genomic testing in clinical guidelines

▪ Increase number of certified labs with proper capacity

Tackling delays to reimbursement of new precision treatments will ensure more systematic and equitable access for 

patients. This can be improved by:

▪ Supporting better alignment of data requirements between regulators and HTA bodies –this would improve evidence 

development and facilitate the value assessment process

▪ Developing a more flexible approach to use clinical and economic evidence to allow reimbursement of new treatments incl. 

combinations/triplets

▪ Allow more flexibility when assessing available evidence for precision medicines (RWE, CT comparator choice)

▪ Allow performance-based reimbursement agreements

▪ Introducing interim/early access programs that favor precision medicines, take into account unmet need and provide funding for 



Thank you!

ecpc.org@cancereu #EUHTA


